Upholding human rights in the fight against deforestation and ecosystem conversion

How the EU should integrate human rights in a product-based due diligence framework for forest and ecosystem-risk commodities
The European Commission has committed to publish a legislative proposal this year\(^1\) to minimise the risk of deforestation and forest degradation associated with products placed on the EU market (“Legislative Proposal”). This proposal will target specific commodities that are known to have a high risk of being linked to deforestation and forest degradation, as well as products made from or containing them (collectively described as forest and ecosystem-risk commodities or “FERCs”) and impose specific requirements on companies placing FERCs on the EU market. The intention is to ensure that EU consumption of FERCs is not linked to deforestation or forest degradation.

This Legislative Proposal is part of a larger initiative communicated by the Commission in 2019\(^2\) “to step-up EU action to protect the world’s forests [...] and restore forests in a sustainable and responsible way”. The new Legislative Proposal is the primary demand-side measure and the only new legislative action being proposed. It must therefore play a central and instrumental role in minimising the EU’s global deforestation footprint.

When proposing the sustainability requirements for FERCs to enter the EU market, it is crucial the European Commission does not take a one-sided approach to deforestation that looks only at forests and excludes the people who own, inhabit, depend on, and defend them. This would ignore clear evidence that deforestation is often associated with a range of human rights abuses, particularly targeting Indigenous Peoples and local communities in FERC production and sourcing areas, including their leaders and human rights defenders. It would also ignore the growing body of evidence that recognising and protecting the rights of Indigenous Peoples and other groups with collective customary tenure rights (hereafter referred to as “other customary rights-holders”) leads to less deforestation and better protection for forests and other ecosystems. Furthermore, it would deviate from the approach taken in existing EU legislation that requires human rights due diligence on products with specific human rights risks.\(^3\)

This briefing explains why and how specific human rights requirements should be included in the Legislative Proposal and integrated into a product-based due diligence framework for FERCs placed on the EU market.\(^4\)
Just as deforestation and ecosystem conversion have significant ecological, biodiversity, and climate impacts, they can also have significant human rights implications. The conversion of forests and other ecosystems to agricultural production is often linked to land-grabbing, conflict, violence, and adverse human rights impacts, particularly for Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders whose territories include forests or other natural areas at risk of conversion to agricultural use.

The 2019 Global Witness report into violence against land and environmental defenders around the world shows that Indigenous Peoples experience significantly greater risks of conflict and violence related to their land. Between 2015 and 2019, over a third of all fatal attacks against land and environmental defenders have targeted Indigenous Peoples, even though Indigenous communities make up only 5 percent of the world’s population. Overall, the report documented 212 known killings of land and environmental defenders in 2019, with unreported figures likely to be higher. The agribusiness and forestry sectors are consistently linked to high levels of violence against land and environmental defenders and their communities, and were clearly linked to half of the global killings in 2019 for which a responsible industry could be identified. In addition, the dynamics of threats to forest defenders are also highly racialized – with Indigenous Peoples, ethnic minorities, and communities of colour disproportionately vulnerable and targeted, often exacerbating their existing social, political, and economic marginalisation.

On 5 June 2021, more than 50 United Nations human rights experts issued a joint statement emphasising that “environmental human rights defenders have been facing a shocking rate of killings, threats, arbitrary arrests, harassment and intimidation as a direct result of their legitimate work on human rights and the environment”. They called for urgent, transformative action “not only to address the COVID-19 pandemic but to protect the environment and human rights, and to address the drivers of climate disruption, toxic pollution, biodiversity loss, and zoonotic diseases, including by requiring businesses to respect the rights of affected communities and the environment”.

The agricultural products most associated with deforestation are also highly associated with negative human rights impacts.
Ignoring the human rights dimension of deforestation is particularly inconsistent with the way in which Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders often experience their relationship with the forests and other natural ecosystems in their territories. This relationship is often described in reciprocal and holistic ways in which the culture, language, spiritual beliefs, traditions, history, identity, well-being and the very existence of Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders is entwined with the natural world they inhabit.

Unsurprisingly, Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders in FERC production and sourcing areas have unparalleled knowledge and expertise in sustainable forest management. The UN Food and Agriculture Organisation, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and the scientific community have widely acknowledged the expertise and stewardship of Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders in protecting the world’s forests. Studies have confirmed that deforestation rates are lower in Indigenous and tribal territories where governments have formally recognised collective land rights. For example, between 2006 and 2011, deforestation rates in formally recognised Indigenous territories in the Peruvian Amazon reduced twice as much as protected areas with similar ecological conditions and accessibility, and this pattern is seen across many other Latin American countries. Recognising and protecting customary land rights, including advancing women’s participation in forest governance, has been shown to curb deforestation and promote forest regeneration. The problem, however, is that while Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders are estimated to hold as much as 65 percent of the world’s land area through customary, community-based tenure systems, national laws only recognise 10 percent of land as belonging to them, with another 8 percent designated for their use.

Members of the Kayapo Indigenous tribe block a highway in Para State, Brazil, as part of a larger Indigenous protest in the Brazilian Amazon in 2020 that called for help during the Covid pandemic and an end to illegal mining and deforestation in Indigenous territories.
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Essentially, efforts to preserve the world’s forests in a sustainable and responsible way are unlikely to succeed without respecting and protecting the rights of Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders. EU measures to protect forests will be most effective when they recognise, respect and protect the rights of Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders, as they have a presence ‘on the ground’ and can quickly detect and prevent potential impacts, have an interest in preventing deforestation and supporting sustainable development, and will be an invaluable source of information to support effective implementation and enforcement, particularly in remote forest areas. Without acknowledging and addressing the risks posed by industrial agricultural operations to the rights, livelihoods, culture, safety and security of Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders – the very people fighting to defend and protect forests – the Legislative Proposals risks undermining the objective of the Commission’s initiative – to protect the world’s remaining forests.

In contrast, incorporating specific human rights requirements in the Legislative Proposal would increase the level of protection it provides for forests and other natural ecosystems. Conversely, excluding human rights protections from the forthcoming Legislative Proposal would put Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders in FERC production and sourcing areas at higher risk of harm, increasing their vulnerability to land-grabbing, violence and rights violations, and would signal to companies that deforestation is considered an isolated risk without the need to address associated human rights impacts, in contrast to the reality on the ground. It could also lead to unintended consequences, such as the eviction of local communities from non-forested lands to make way for industrial farming operations that can access the EU market which would otherwise have expanded into forested areas. This may in turn have negative spill-over effects where dispossessed communities move into and clear new forest areas out of necessity to maintain their livelihoods and avoid being forced into landlessness and poverty. Including specific human rights requirements is therefore also critical to ensure that businesses don’t attempt to suppress the rights of Indigenous Peoples or other customary rights-holders as a means of securing FERC production and sourcing areas that comply with the legislation’s environmental safeguards.

---

**The EU is legally bound to respect and protect human rights globally**

The EU was founded on the value of respect for human rights\(^\text{16}\). The fundamental rights contained in the *European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms* constitute general principles of EU law\(^\text{17}\) and the *Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union* is directly and legally binding on the EU institutions\(^\text{18}\). In its relations with the wider world, the EU is obliged by its founding treaty to "contribute to […] the protection of human rights […] as well as to the strict observan-
ce and the development of international law, including respect for the principles of the United Nations Charter. Its actions on the international scene must be guided by and conducted in accordance with its founding principles, including “the universality and indivisibility of human rights”, and “respect for the principles of the United Nations Charter and international law”, and must pursue the objective of consolidating and supporting human rights and international law. The EU is required to respect these principles and pursue these objectives in the development and implementation of its external actions as well as “the external aspects of its other [internal] policies.”

With regards to respecting and protecting human rights under international law, the Court of Justice of the European Union ("CJEU") has held that international law is binding on the EU institutions, including customary international law and “provisions of international agreements in so far as they codify customary rules of general international law”. Therefore, the EU institutions “must respect international law in the exercise of their powers.” According to the Grand Chamber of the CJEU, this means that “when [the EU] adopts an act, it is bound to observe international law in its entirety.” This includes human rights obligations under international law. While the EU is itself a signatory to only one international human rights treaty (the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities), it is nevertheless directly bound to ensure that human rights which form part of customary international law are respected, including human rights recognised in international treaties that codify or are regarded as constituting customary international law. According to the Regional Office for Europe of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, this means that “there is a strong case [...] that the EU is directly bound by a significant body of international human rights law and that this body of law is in substance identical to the standards contained in the UN human rights treaties.”
The European Commission, like the other EU institutions, is therefore legally obliged to respect and protect human rights under international law as well as the human rights and fundamental freedoms enshrined in the European Convention and Charter when exercising its law-making powers with regards to both external and internal policies.27

The obligation to respect and protect human rights requires states to ensure that their actions do not harm or negatively affect human rights, to take active measures to ensure that human rights are not negatively affected by third parties (including by business enterprises) under their jurisdiction, and to provide redress for impacts that occur (often described collectively as the state ‘duty’ to protect human rights).28 In this regard, it should be noted that the European Commission confirmed in 2015 that the EU shares the state duty to protect human rights in “areas of exclusive or shared competence” (referring to the EU’s law-making jurisdiction vis a vis Member States)29. In other words, in areas where the EU institutions exercise legislative competence, such as when the Commission proposes legislation, they should ensure that their actions fulfil the state duty and protect human rights.

As noted above, it is arguable that ignoring the human rights dimension of commodity-driven deforestation in the Legislative Proposal would breach the obligations to respect and protect human rights because it would expose Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders to higher risks of land-grabbing, violence and rights violations.

Addressing the human rights dimension of deforestation and including requirements that ensure respect and protection for human rights in the Legislative Proposal is therefore necessary to satisfy the Commission’s legal obligations to respect and protect human rights in the exercise of its law-making powers. At a minimum, this should be done by obliging EU operators to ensure, on the basis of their compliance with prescribed human rights due diligence requirements, that their FERCs are not linked to human rights risks or impacts before they are placed on the EU market. In order to comply with the obligation to protect human rights, the Legislative Proposal should also provide rights of redress before EU courts for victims of human rights impacts linked to FERCs placed on the EU market.
Specific requirements for specific products, common standards for all companies - complementarity with the EU Sustainable Corporate Governance initiative:

As part of its Sustainable Corporate Governance ("SCG") initiative, the Commission has committed to present a legislative proposal that should require EU-based companies and those doing businesses in the EU to conduct due diligence along their whole value chains to prevent and mitigate their harmful human rights, environmental and governance impacts. While this legislative proposal, anticipated by the end of 2021 in the form of a new EU Directive, is expected to include some form of human rights due diligence requirements, it will be fundamentally different from the FERC Legislative Proposal.

The SCG directive is expected to establish common standards for all businesses operating in the EU that will apply across all sectors. It is not expected to include product-based requirements or requirements for specific kinds of products. Nor is it expected to impose any conditions for the placement of products on the EU market. In contrast, the FERC Legislative Proposal will address a different area of legislative competence (the regulation of products placed on the EU market) and will apply to a targeted category of products (forest and ecosystem-risk commodities) as opposed to a broad scope of businesses. It will need to provide specific criteria for those products to be placed on the EU market that effectively minimise the risks that they are linked to impacts associated with deforestation and forest degradation, including associated human rights impacts. Given its focus on specific products with specific risks for a specific purpose, the FERC Legislative Proposal requires targeted measures that respond to the specific human rights risks associated with FERCs (including their production) and clear criteria that minimise those risks for FERCs to be placed on the EU market.

There is therefore obvious benefit in having both a cross-sectoral due diligence framework that establishes common standards for businesses to assess and reduce the risks of negative impacts in their wider operations and value chains (and hold them accountable for those impacts), as well as targeted requirements for certain commodities that are highly associated with environment and human rights risks.
There is strong support from EU citizens, businesses and the European Parliament for an ambitious legislative proposal that addresses the human rights impacts, as well as environmental impacts, linked to FERC products and supply chains.

In December 2020, nearly 1.2 million citizens called for ambitious legislation that gives confidence to consumers that the products they buy are not linked to forest and ecosystem destruction or human rights violations, and also that EU-based banks are not directly or indirectly financing those impacts. There are also increasing examples of EU businesses voicing their support for an ambitious FERC regulation that includes consideration of human rights impacts.

Significantly, the European Parliament sent a strong and clear signal to the Commission on 22 October 2020 with the adoption of a legislative initiative report that formally calls on the Commission to develop an EU legal framework, based on mandatory due diligence, to address the risks of deforestation and ecosystem conversion as well as human rights abuses, including violations of the formal and customary rights of Indigenous Peoples and local communities, linked to FERCs placed on the EU market. Similarly, the report also calls for equivalent due diligence obligations to be applied to financial institutions that provide financial services to FERC sectors and producers.

Indonesians protesting against the controversial Omnibus Law on Job Creation that aims to increase investment by reducing regulatory requirements for business permits and land acquisition processes, which many fear will harm labour rights and Indigenous land rights.
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2) How human rights should be included in a product-based due diligence framework for forest and ecosystem-risk commodities

(a) Incorporating a human rights due diligence component into the market access requirements for specific products

It is common practice for the EU to impose specific requirements on agricultural and other products in order for them to be placed on the EU market. When regulating specific products with particular human rights risks, the EU has also required EU operators to carry out due diligence on their supply chains with respect to potential adverse impacts on human rights.

For example, the EU Minerals Regulation obliges importers of a targeted category of products associated with particular human rights risks (minerals and metals potentially originating from "conflict-affected and high-risk areas") to establish and implement a supply chain due diligence system and use that system to identify and assess the actual and potential "risks of adverse impacts" in their supply chain, including risks of adverse impacts on human rights.

On 10 December 2020, the Commission presented a legislative proposal concerning batteries and waste batteries ("Batteries Proposal") that builds on the supply chain due diligence requirements in the EU Minerals Regulation. Importantly, the Batteries Proposal clarifies that those due diligence requirements should address the "actual and potential risks linked to the sourcing, processing and trading" of the relevant products on several risk categories, including human rights, "in line with international human rights law", and imposes these requirements on businesses placing the relevant products on the EU market (i.e. product requirements that must be met in order for those products to access the EU market, as opposed to requirements imposed on importers of products under the EU Minerals Regulation). While the Batteries Proposal is not yet law, it illustrates that a human rights component can be integrated into product-based due diligence requirements for operators placing specific products associated with human rights risks on the EU market.
Compliance with local laws does not ensure respect for human rights:

The EU Timber Regulation is another EU law that establishes due diligence obligations for specific commodities (timber and timber products). While these commodities are associated with high environmental and human rights risks, due diligence is not required on risks of human rights or environmental impacts. Instead, the Timber Regulation adopts a 'legality' approach, and requires companies that first place timber products on the EU market to conduct due diligence on the risk that their products were harvested illegally in contravention of "applicable legislation" in the country of harvest. Placing products harvested in contravention of those applicable local laws on the EU market is prohibited.

While the kinds of "applicable legislation" on which due diligence is required - if they exist - includes legislation on "third parties' legal rights concerning use and tenure that are affected by timber harvesting", this approach provides very little protection for human rights. Firstly, this approach could only cover - at best - a narrow scope of human rights related to land use and tenure. Secondly, that limited scope of human rights would only be covered if they are adequately recognised and protected under local laws. Thirdly, those rights will only be protected if they are affected by timber harvesting in ways that contravene local laws. In other words, if the laws in the country of harvest do not provide legal protection for tenure and land-use rights against logging activities, timber harvested in that country – even in contravention of internationally recognised human rights – could still be considered legal under the Timber Regulation.

Laws protecting the rights of Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders in producer countries are often non-existent, weak, or poorly implemented. In many countries there is no formal recognition of or security for Indigenous or customary land tenure rights, and where local laws do recognise those rights, this often happens in a piecemeal and partial manner for small portions of Indigenous and customary territories and is often heavily influenced by political interests. Unfortunately, the global reality is that Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders have very little security over their customary lands, territories, or resources. This situation reinforces the need for EU legislation that ensures the FERCs placed on the EU market are not linked to human rights violations and that human rights are respected in the production of FERCs consumed in the EU regardless of whether those human rights are not recognised or protected by local legal frameworks in the place of production.
b | Due diligence under the Legislative Proposal should determine whether FERCs may or may not be placed on the EU market

Given the purpose of the Legislative Proposal is to “minimise the risk of deforestation and forest degradation associated with products placed on the EU market”, it is essential that the outcome of the due diligence process determines whether or not the relevant FERC may be placed on the EU market. To achieve this result, the Legislative Proposal should set clear sustainability criteria for FERCs to be placed on the EU market and require that operators may only place FERCs on the market where the completion of the due diligence process indicates that their products have no more than a negligible risk of breaching those sustainability criteria. The criteria which FERCs must satisfy in order to be placed on the EU market should include requirements that they are not linked to deforestation or forest degradation, the conversion or degradation of other ecosystems, or to human rights violations associated with those environmental impacts, in particular violations of the rights of Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders.

To ensure that operators can conclusively determine whether their FERCs satisfy these criteria, the due diligence requirements should specify the human rights risks (as well as deforestation, forest degradation and ecosystem conversion risks) that must be investigated and the minimum scope of due diligence. As noted above, to ensure that risks of negative impacts associated with FERCs placed on the EU market are minimised, a ‘negligible risk’ threshold should be applied, meaning that FERCs may be placed on the EU market where there is no residual reason for concern that the FERC does not meet the prescribed sustainability criteria.
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In order to ensure quality and reliability in operators’ assessments of whether their FERCs satisfy the prescribed sustainability criteria, the Legislative Proposal should specify the risks on which operators placing FERCs on the EU market must conduct due diligence. These risks should include the actual and potential risk of adverse impacts on human rights linked to the production of the FERCs in their supply chain. Minimum procedural requirements that operators must satisfy in conducting due diligence and addressing any risks that are identified should also be specified.48 These risks and procedural requirements should give special attention to the rights of vulnerable groups that are particularly at risk of adverse impacts associated with FERC supply chains, such as Indigenous Peoples and other and other customary rights-holders.
The human rights risks on which due diligence should be conducted, at a minimum, should include actual and potential risks of adverse impacts on:

1. Human rights recognised under international law, in particular the rights of Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders;

2. Customary and other legitimate tenure rights held pursuant to traditions, custom, or arising from a special dependency on and attachment to land; and

3. Rights of Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders to give or withhold their free, prior, and informed consent ("FPIC") to the commencement of any activity that may affect their rights, resources, territories, livelihoods, or food security, including as described in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. 49

Due diligence on these human rights risks should be conducted in addition to due diligence on other relevant risks (i.e. deforestation, forest degradation, and degradation and conversion of other natural ecosystems) and according to the minimum procedural requirements described below.

---

**The Legislative Proposal should specify the minimum scope required for human rights due diligence investigations**

Given many human rights impacts associated with FERCs occur during the land acquisition phase (as outlined above) as well as during the production stage, the Legislative Proposal should specifically require operators to investigate the activities undertaken to access, acquire and use land for FERC production, the FERC production activities, and the area that has been affected (directly and indirectly) by those activities. Given the Legislative Proposal will cover a range of forest and ecosystem-risk commodities that have different production processes, the requirement to investigate the production process should be cast broadly to cover all acts that contributed to producing the relevant commodity in the operator’s supply chain, including all production, farming, harvesting and extraction activities (collectively referred to as "Production Activities").
The Legislative Proposal should therefore require investigation of the following matters (for the human rights risks listed above) as mandatory steps in the due diligence process:

1. The actors involved in Production Activities;

2. The human rights policies, protocols, assurance processes and performance of the actors involved in Production Activities;

3. The areas utilised for Production Activities, including areas used as offsets, buffer zones or set-aside for conservation purposes;

4. The location, rights and interests of all Indigenous Peoples, other customary rights-holders, and other local communities, including any land or natural resources owned, used or occupied by them, that may be affected by Production Activities;

5. The legal status of land used for Production Activities, the existence of any third-party interests in that land, including claims on the basis of customary or collective land tenure rights, and the historical use and tenure history of the land, including any historical or unresolved land conflicts;

6. The rights relied upon for Production Activities, including details of any concessions, licences or approvals and the circumstances in which they were obtained;

7. Any agreements with third parties relied upon to use the land for Production Activities and, where agreements have been made with Indigenous or customary land-owners, evidence of the agreement-making process and that FPIC was genuinely secured and has not been withdrawn;

8. The direct and indirect effects of Production Activities on local communities, including environmental, health, social, cultural and economic effects;

9. Land governance and land administration practices in the country and sub-national jurisdiction of origin, particularly regarding the extent of formal recognition and protection given to the rights, including customary and collective tenure and property rights, of Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders, the potential for overlapping tenure claims, the grant of commercial land use rights in a manner that is inconsistent with the rights of Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders, and the prevalence of land conflicts;

10. Publicly available information indicating contemporary or historical disputes associated with Production Activities or participants in the FERC supply chain, or disputes between Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders and third parties, such as government and political actors, with interests in Production Activities, including reports from local media and civil society organisations.
While a comprehensive list of mandatory matters to be investigated as part of a product-based due diligence framework may give the initial impression of implying an administrative burden, it is important to recognise that due diligence investigations are inherently risk-based exercises. The amount of work required will ultimately depend on the risk profile of the relevant FERCs and will be proportionate to the risks that businesses take in buying those commodities and structuring their supply chains. Operators would need to obtain information about and consider most of the matters listed above in order to assess the risk that their FERCs are linked to deforestation or forest degradation in any case. A comprehensive due diligence requirement will not only provide businesses with clarity as to their legal obligations and scope of their human rights responsibilities but would also support businesses to identify and address the human rights risk profile of their products, supply chains and operations. It is fundamentally in the interests of businesses to obtain a realistic and accurate understanding of their human rights risk exposure.
The Legislative Proposal should include requirements to consult with affected rights-holders

To ensure the Legislative Proposal upholds the EU’s duty to respect and protect human rights, and to ensure that operators appropriately respect human rights in their efforts to avoid or mitigate risks of adverse impacts, the Legislative Proposal should include additional requirements where risks of adverse impacts on the human rights of local people are identified.

In particular, when an actual or potential risk of adverse impacts is identified, operators should be required to:

1. Ensure genuine and good faith consultations take place with those stakeholders whose rights or interests may be affected in a safe and culturally appropriate manner and in the language and with the representatives or through the governance structures that they choose. Consultations should seek those stakeholders’ views about the risks and impacts they perceive or experience and how any risks or impacts should be addressed. Consultation should provide stakeholders with the option of withholding, or providing, their free, prior and informed consent for any planned activities, including potential risk mitigation measures, and should be undertaken by someone with relevant expertise and credibility.

2. Take the views of those stakeholders into account in determining and assessing the actual and potential human rights risks and impacts that affect them, and in developing and implementing any risk management strategies and measures to avoid or mitigate those risks and impacts. This should include a requirement to respect any decision to withhold FPIC to any activities that may affect their rights, including potential mitigation measures.

While FPIC is primarily associated with Indigenous Peoples, FPIC processes are critical to safeguarding against a range of human rights abuses and should apply to all Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders whose human rights may be impacted, including potential impacts caused by proposed risk management or mitigation measures.
Is it ‘implementable’? Putting human rights due diligence into practice

To be effective, a product-based due diligence framework with a human rights component must be ‘implementable’ for operators placing FERCs on the EU market. One practical challenge is that those operators may not have direct contact or relationships with producers in their FERC supply chains. While identifying human rights impacts associated with FERC production may not be as simple as checking satellite images for deforestation, identifying risks of human rights impacts is nevertheless very straightforward.

The following section illustrates how human rights risks could have been identified in Brazilian beef supply chains using the human rights due diligence requirements discussed above.

Human rights violations in Brazilian beef supply chains

In December 2020, Global Witness released the report *Beef, Banks and the Brazilian Amazon*, which shows how major Brazilian meat companies are failing to remove huge swathes of Amazon deforestation from their supply chains. The report demonstrates how between 2017 and 2019, JBS, Marfrig and Minerva bought cattle from a combined 379 direct suppliers containing 20,000 football fields’ worth of deforestation, and failed to check on other suppliers further up their supply chains - indirect suppliers - with an estimated total of 140,000 football fields of deforestation. Data shows that in the same period, banks headquartered in the EU provided or facilitated a combined €616 million to JBS, Marfrig and Minerva. The investigation also exposed that JBS and Marfrig bought cattle from ranchers accused by Brazilian authorities of land grabbing and that were linked to human rights abuses of Indigenous Peoples and land rights activists.

The case studies below demonstrate how EU operators and financiers doing business with JBS and Marfrig could have easily detected risks of human rights impacts using the due diligence criteria and process described above.
In the case of JBS, Global Witness’s research\textsuperscript{51} found it repeatedly purchased cattle from cattle rancher Rafael Saldanha, an influential rancher who has been fined for environmental crimes,\textsuperscript{52} linked to human rights abuses against landless peoples and accused by prosecutors of land grabbing\textsuperscript{53} and even murder.\textsuperscript{54} The rancher denied these allegations and the cases are ongoing.\textsuperscript{55} JBS purchased from Saldanha through his Fazenda Santa Tereza ranch until 2015,\textsuperscript{56} even though Brazil’s environmental inspection agency (known as Ibama) had reportedly found illegal deforestation in the ranch.\textsuperscript{57} JBS stopped buying cattle from Fazenda Santa Tereza in 2015, but continued buying from another of Saldanha’s ranches between 2015 and 2019: Fazenda Primavera.\textsuperscript{58} However, Fazenda Santa Tereza supplied 3,066 cattle to Fazenda Primavera between 2015 to 2019.\textsuperscript{59} Fazenda Santa Tereza, where conflict with landless peoples\textsuperscript{60} had been well reported,\textsuperscript{61} therefore remained in JBS’s supply chain as an indirect supplier.
A desktop due diligence investigation using the human rights criteria and procedural requirements above, and using only publicly available and online information, would have enabled any operator or financial institution exposed to JBS’s operations in Pará to discover that:

1. as early as 2015 and each year up to 2019, publicly available audits of JBS’s compliance with its voluntary no deforestation pledge stated that it had no traceability system in place to monitor its indirect suppliers, although the company blamed this on a lack of public access to cattle transport permits (this should be a red flag in any supply chain due diligence investigation);62

2. the independent auditor that audited JBS’s Brazilian operations between 2017 – 2019, DNV-GL Business Assurance, took the unusual step of issuing a disclaimer in July 2020 asserting that its audit reports “cannot be used as evidence of good practices throughout [JBS’s] entire supply chain” and that “JBS did not have systems in place to trace the indirect supply chain; thus, indirect suppliers were not assessed during the [2019] audit”;63

3. the ranches Fazenda Primavera and Fazenda Santa Tereza were in JBS’s supply chain as direct and indirect suppliers respectively;64

4. the size, location, boundaries, and owner, among other details, of the ranches Fazenda Primavera and Fazenda Santa Tereza;65

5. between 2010 and 2018 there were various land conflicts between landless peoples and Fazenda Santa Tereza that have been reported, including referring to Mr Saldanha by name and including descriptions of many violent events over that period, incidents involving gunmen and the burning of community property – though the rancher’s lawyers denied the claims;66 and

6. Rafael Saldanha stands accused by prosecutors in an ongoing criminal investigation of being involved in the killing, in 1998, of two representatives of a national organisation that campaigns for land rights, the Landless Rural Workers’ Movement (Movimento dos Trabalhadores Rurais Sem Terra) – allegations he denies.67

This information, drawn exclusively from publicly available and online sources, would alert any reasonable operator or financier to the risk of actual or potential human rights impacts linked to products from JBS’s slaughterhouses in Pará.

“Companies like JBS should not be buying from suppliers that destroy forests and commit human rights abuses against communities like ours, and its western financiers should not profit from these failures. That’s why it’s absolutely crucial the EU introduces a strong law to ensure our rights are respected and that we are properly consulted and involved throughout. The sustainability of products sold in the EU should not come at the expense of losing our home.” – a member of the Movimento dos Trabalhadores Rurais Sem Terra
Concerning Marfrig, Global Witness’s investigation exposes how Indigenous Peoples’ territories have been grabbed by ranchers for cattle grazing linked to Marfrig’s supply chain. In 2007 the Brazilian Government recognised the Indigenous territory of Apyterewa - an area more than five times the size of Mexico City and home to the Indigenous Parákanã Peoples. Global Witness’s investigation revealed that a rancher by the name of Antonio Borges Belfort illegally reared cattle in Apyterewa between 2016 and 2019 at his ranch Fazenda Sol Nascente, and that this ranch is an indirect supplier linked to Marfrig’s supply chain. Cattle transport permits show that cattle from this ranch was sent to another farm that Belfort owned outside Apyterewa, Fazenda Serra de Pedra, from which Marfrig bought 274 cows between 2018 and 2019. The rancher declined to comment on the allegations.

A desktop due diligence investigation using the human rights criteria and procedural requirements above, and using only publicly available and online information, would have enabled any operator or financial institution exposed to Marfrig’s operations in Pará to discover that:

1. In 2015, 2017, 2018 and as late as 30 April 2020, publicly available audits of Marfrig’s compliance with its voluntary no deforestation pledge stated that it did not systematically check its indirect suppliers and that Marfrig had not developed auditable procedures for verifying these ranches (this should be a red flag in any supply chain due diligence investigation);

2. in December 2019, the Bureau of Investigative Journalism reported that Marfrig had admitted that “huge gaps in its audit trail mean more than half of the cattle it buys could have been bred or raised elsewhere” and “that 53% of the cattle it slaughters originate from these indirect suppliers” (this should also be a red flag in any supply chain due diligence investigation);

3. Marfrig has indicated that it does not anticipate fully monitoring its indirect suppliers in the Amazon region until 2025;

4. the Fazenda Serra de Pedra ranch and Fazenda Sol Nascente ranch were in their supply chain as direct and indirect suppliers to Marfrig respectively;

5. the size, location, boundaries, and owner, among other details, of the Fazenda Serra de Pedra and Fazenda Sol Nascente ranches;
6. the area where the Fazenda Sol Nascente ranch is located, Apyterewa, is reported as an Indigenous territory that was officially recognised by Presidential Decree as Parákanã territory in April 2007 and that all non-Indigenous occupants, such as cattle ranchers, were required to leave the area by order of the Ministry of Justice;\textsuperscript{77} and

7. there are many reports of illegal settlers entering, clearing, and occupying a significant portion of Apyterewa for logging, cattle ranching and mining in the years since it was recognised as an Indigenous territory, with the rate of new arrivals and related deforestation and land conflicts increasing in recent years.\textsuperscript{78}

Based on the information above alone, a reasonable operator or financier would be alerted to a reasonable risk of human rights impacts linked to products from Marfrig’s slaughterhouse in Para.

The availability of relevant information means that anyone with an internet connection can conduct human rights due diligence

These case studies illustrate that identifying risks of human rights impacts linked to particular commodities and derived products can be very straightforward. Given the wealth of digital information and online tools available,\textsuperscript{79} any company or financier with access to the internet can carry out the initial steps of a risk-based human rights due diligence process. There is no excuse for companies or financiers turning a blind eye to information indicating that their products or financial services are linked to human rights impacts that they could have discovered by a single Google search for “[insert supplier/client’s name] and human rights”.

On the contrary, the fact that EU companies and financiers continue doing business with suppliers and producers despite publicly available information linking them to human rights risks underscores the need for strong regulation to ensure that products placed on the EU market and EU financial services are not linked to human rights violations. Although producer countries like Brazil may have signed-up to international human rights conventions, like ILO Convention 169 on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples or the American Convention on Human Rights, this provides no guarantee that national laws or legal frameworks provide any protection for the human rights of Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders. In order to ensure that products sold on the EU market are not linked to human rights impacts, the EU must enact legislation specifically requiring operators to conduct robust due diligence as described above before placing those products on the EU market.
CONCLUSION

Given the links between FERCs placed on the EU market and related human rights impacts, particularly on Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders, it is crucial that any proposal to address the sustainability of the EU market also addresses the human rights impacts linked to products consumed in the EU. Including requirements to respect and protect human rights in the Legislative Proposal is likely to enhance its effectiveness in minimising the risk of products linked to deforestation and forest degradation being placed on the EU market, as well as increasing the positive impact it has on protecting the world's forests.

Human rights due diligence on forest and ecosystem-risk commodities is entirely feasible. It may be challenging in some cases, but it is not impossible, and there is a wealth of guidance available for companies, including financiers, to carry out human rights due diligence on their supply chains and business relationships, which could support operators in implementing specific due diligence requirements for FERCs to be placed on the EU market under the Legislative Proposal. This includes guidelines for consulting with Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders and ensuring their rights to their customary territories, natural resources and to FPIC are respected.

Failure by the Commission to ensure that human rights are protected and to require EU market operators to respect human rights in the FERC Legislative Proposal would be inconsistent with: (i) the binding human rights obligations under the EU treaties with regards to external and internal EU policies; (ii) the jurisprudence of the CJEU that EU institutions must respect international law in its entirety – including human rights law – in the exercise of their powers; and (iii) the Commission’s duty to protect human rights when exercising its legislative competence.

A critical step in protecting forests is to first safeguard the rights of those who have most successfully defended and protected them. As global deforestation continues at alarming rates, with escalating impacts on our climate and biodiversity, it is of utmost importance that the EU’s efforts to protect the world’s forests also recognise, respect, and protect the rights of Indigenous Peoples and other customary rights-holders and enables them to assert those rights in defence of the forests and other natural ecosystems in their territories.

In light of the above, it is imperative that the forthcoming Legislative Proposal to minimise the risk of deforestation and forest degradation associated with products placed on the EU market explicitly acknowledges the human rights dimension of deforestation and includes clear human rights requirements in the proposed product-based due diligence framework.


NOTES


17. Article 6(3), Treaty on European Union.


20. Articles 21(1), 21(2) and 23, Treaty on European Union.


30. See https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12548-Sustainable-corporate-governance_en

31. The European Commission Work Programme 2021 (available at https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar%3A91ce5c0f-12b6-11eb-9a54-01aa75ed71a1.0001.02/DOC_2&format=PDF) indicates this proposal would be presented in Q2, though the Commission has recently indicated that this timeframe is delayed until Q3 2021.


33. Statement of support from businesses for an effective EU law to halt the trade in commodities and products linked to deforestation and conversion (May 2021). Available at: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yx-QLVEuzI-MGz5k2MxNhi02U0dqY-BsrZ/view.


35. See for example Title II of Regulation (EU) No 1308/2013 establishing a common organisation of the markets in agricultural products, and Articles 7(2) & (6). Article 86 in particular. Available at: https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32013R1308&from=EN.


42. See https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12548-Sustainable-corporate-governance_en
NOTES


37. See Articles 4 and 5 of the EU Minerals Regulation. The supply chain due diligence system should include an appropriate supply chain due diligence policy, risk management system, a chain of custody or supply chain traceability system, grievance mechanism, third-party audits and disclosure procedures. While the EU Minerals Regulation does not explicitly require due diligence on risks of adverse impacts on human rights, it incorporates due diligence on human rights norms in accordance with international law by requiring due diligence consistent with the standards prescribed in the OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals from Conflict-Affected and High-Risk Areas, which are based on international human rights norms and requires human rights due diligence along the entire supply chain.


40. See the definition of ‘supply chain due diligence’ in Article 2, Article 39 and 39(3)(a) in particular, and Point 2(h) in Annex X, Batteries Proposal.

41. Recital 67, Batteries Proposal.


43. Article 2(h), EU Timber Regulation.


47. For more detail on the various requirements the FERC Legislative Proposal should contain in order to establish an effective product-based due diligence framework for forest and ecosystem-risk commodities, see ClientEarth, Conservation International, the Environmental Investigation Agency, Fern, Global Witness, Greenpeace, the Wildlife Conservation Society and WWF (2020) NGO recommendations on the future EU regulation to address the forest, ecosystem, and human rights impacts associated with products placed on the EU market. Available at: https://together4forests.eu/resources/NGO%20recommendations-%20EU%20Regulation%20to%20address%20forest%20and%20human%20rights%20impacts.pdf.

48. These elements are comprehensively addressed in ClientEarth, Conservation International, the Environmental Investigation Agency, Fern, Global Witness, Greenpeace, the Wildlife Conservation Society and WWF (2020) NGO recommendations on the future EU regulation to address the forest, ecosystem, and human rights impacts associated with products placed on the EU market. Available at: https://together4forests.eu/resources/NGO%20recommendations-%20EU%20Regulation%20to%20address%20forest%20and%20human%20rights%20impacts.pdf.


NOTES

51. For more information about this case study, see page 15 of the Beef, Banks and the Brazilian Amazon. Available at: https://www.globalwitness.org/en/campaigns/forests/beef-banks-and-brazilian-amazon/

52. Global Witness analysed the Brazilian environmental protection agency’s (known as ‘Ibama’) public database (https://servicos.ibama.gov.br/ctf/publico/areasembargadas/ConsultaPublicaAreasEmbargadas.php), consulting embargoed areas and finding an embargo (TAD nº 353571) for illegal deforestation in the name of Rafael Saldanha de Camargo related to the Fazenda Vale Verde II ranch located in São Felix do Xingu/Pará.


55. See p.15 of the Beef, Banks and the Brazilian Amazon report for more details of this case. Available at: https://www.globalwitness.org/en/campaigns/forests/beef-banks-and-brazilian-amazon/

56. For an explanation of how Global Witness reached conclusions about the cattle trade between Rafael Saldanha and JBS, see the methodology on page 35 of the Beef, Banks and the Brazilian Amazon report. Available at: https://www.globalwitness.org/en/campaigns/forests/beef-banks-and-brazilian-amazon/

57. Based on a public 2017 report by the Pará State Legislative Assembly Commission on Human Rights and Consumer Protection seen by Global Witness. The Ibama embargoed deforestation area in Fazenda Santa Tereza can be found referenced on pages 5 and 27 of the report. Available at: https://documentcloud.adobe.com/link/review?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:6076f8fd-6a60-4e25-ba15-bcf799c6226b

58. Based on an analysis of cattle transport permits for cattle from Rafael Saldanha’s ranches. For an explanation of how Global Witness reached conclusions about the cattle trade between Rafael Saldanha and JBS, see the methodology on page 35 of the Beef, Banks and the Brazilian Amazon report. Available at: https://www.globalwitness.org/en/campaigns/forests/beef-banks-and-brazilian-amazon/

59. Based on an analysis of cattle transport permits for cattle from Rafael Saldhana’s ranches. For an explanation of how Global Witness reached conclusions about the cattle trade between Rafael Saldanha and JBS, see the methodology on page 35 of the Beef, Banks and the Brazilian Amazon report. Available at: https://www.globalwitness.org/en/campaigns/forests/beef-banks-and-brazilian-amazon/

60. Brazil’s Landless Workers Movement, Movimento dos Trabalhadores Rurais Sem Terra (MST) in Portuguese, is a mass social movement, formed by rural workers and by all those who want to fight for land reform and against injustice and social inequality in rural areas. See here for further information; https://www.mstbrazil.org/content/what-mst


ON p. 35 and pp. 39-42 in particular on how these cattle transport permits are accessed to cattle transport permits
its indirect suppliers on the lack of public
In each audit report, JBS blamed its fai-
43. This could be discovered by a Google search for “DNV GL JBS audit”, returning this search result: Amnesty Interna-
44. This could be discovered by consulting the website of the Sanitary Agency of the State of Pará (Agência Sanitária do Estado do Pará - Adepará) and searching the public database of Animal Transit Certificates (https://siappec3.adepara.pa.gov.br/siappec3/portaldeservicos.wsp) for cattle transported “for slaughter” to JBS’s slaughterhouses in Pará. This would identify ranches supplying JBS directly, including Fazenda Primavera. Then searching the public database of Cattle Transport Permits for cattle transported to the Fazenda Primavera ranch in the preceding 15 months (the average fattening period for cattle between birth and slaughter), which would identify Fazenda Santa Tereza. The Brazilian Government requires Animal Transit Certificates (Guia de Trânsito Animal) for sanitary control as cattle are transported around the country and they
65. This could be discovered by consulting the website of the State of Pará rural environmental registry, SICAR CAR Pará (Rural Environmental Register/PA): http://car.semass. pa.gov.br/#consultar/mapa
This could be discovered by a simple Google search for “Rafael Saldanha de Camargos and Fazenda Santa Tereza”. Results include: Márcio Zonta, Movimento dos Trabalhadores Rurais Sem Terra (23 June 2020) As prisões no Pará e os impunes Danzas e Saldanha (Translation: Prisons in Pará and the unpunished Danzas and Saldanha). Available at: https://mst.org.br/2020/06/23/as-prisoes-no-para-e-os-impunes-danzas-e-saldanha/
Movimento dos Trabalhadores Rurais Sem Terra (1 August 2018) Titulação de fazenda onde pistoleiros atacaram Sem Terra no Pará foi resultado de fraude (Translation: Title of a farm where gunmen attacked Sem Terra in Pará was the result of fraud). Available at: https://mst.org.br/2018/08/01/titulacao-de-fazenda-onde-pistoleiros-atacaram-sem-terra-no-para-foi-resultado-de-fraude/
66. This could be discovered by a simple Google search for “Rafael Saldanha de Camargos and Fazenda Santa Tereza”, which would return the following article: Comissão Pastoral da Terra - CPT da Diocese de Marabá (27 June 2014) Prisão de líder do MST em Marabá é afronta aos movimentos sociais https://www.cptnacional.org.br/multimidia/12-noticias/confitilos/2139-prisao-de-leider-do-mst-em-maraba-e-afronta-aos-movimentos-sociais/ and then by asking state prosecutors about the case, as well as searching the State Court of Pará’s online case database using the case process no. 0000153-72.1998.8.14.0040: State Court of Pará, https://consultas.tipa.jus.br/consultaprocessosal/portalconsult/consultaprocessosal/
Mexico City has an area of 1458 km² (see [1]), while Apyterewa has an area of 7,730 km² (stating: “A Terra Indígena Apyterewa é território tradicional do povo Parakanã, homologado por decreto presidencial em 19 de abril de 2007 e integra o complexo de terras indígenas afetadas pela Usina Hidrelétrica de Belo Monte. A regularização fundiária, incluindo a retirada dos ocupantes não indígenas, é uma das condicionantes governamentais do processo de licenciamento ambiental do empreendimento.” English translation: The Apyterewa Indigenous Land is a traditional territory of the Parakanã people, approved by presidential decree on April 19, 2007 and is part of the complex of indigenous lands affected by the Belo Monte Hydroelectric Power Plant. Land tenure regularization, including the removal of non-indigenous occupants, is one of the governmental conditions of the project’s environmental licensing process.)


Marfrig set itself the goal of achieving full traceability of its supply chain in the Amazon by 2025. See: Marfrig Landscape Protection Plan (April 2021) at p. 3, para 4, “Marfrig commits to trace 100% of the cattle it purchases to the farm of origin by 2025”. Available at: [DNV GL](https://www.dnvgl.com/link/track?uri=urn:aaid:scds:US:18c6de6a-f18d-4a87-9500-5df5e4599545#pageNum=1), which can also be found by a Google search for “DNV GL Marfrig audit”.

This could be discovered by reviewing the methodology used to discover these facts.

This could be discovered by consulting the website of the Sanitary Agency of the State of Pará (Agência Sanitária do Estado do Pará – Adepasa) and searching the public database of Animal Transit Certificates (https://siapet.adepasa.ca.gov.br/siapet/portaldeservicos.wsp) for cattle transported “for slaughter” to Marfrig’s slaughterhouse in Pará. This would identify ranches supplying Marfrig directly, and in turn searching the public database of Cattle Transport Permits for cattle transported to the Fazenda Serra de Pedra ranch in the preceding 15 months (the average fattening period for cattle between birth and slaughter). The Brazilian Government requires Animal Transit Certificates (Guia de Trânsito Animal) for sanitary control as cattle are transported around the country and they show movements of cattle from birth to slaughter: Ministry of Agriculture law: Instrução Normativa MAPA Nº 19 DE 03/05/2011 and Para state law Decreto Estadual nº 2802/1998. Once having accessed Marfrig’s cattle transport permits these then could be matched to publicly available ranch boundary data found on Para State’s official environmental rural registry ([link](http://car.semas.pa.gov.br/#/consulta/mapa)) and searching the public database of Animal Transit Certificates ([link](http://car.semas.pa.gov.br/#/consulta/mapa)). The Brazilian Government requires Animal Transit Certificates to be free of deforestation within ten years. Available at: [Global Witness](https://www.globalwitness.org/en/campaigns/forests/beef-banks-land-and-its-links-with-meatpackers)

Marfrig’s production chain
NOTES


78. This could be discovered from the same Google searches of “Apyterewa, Para” and “Parakanã Apyterewa”.

79. For the Beef, Banks and the Brazilian Amazon investigation, Global Witness’s data investigation team developed a methodology that analysed publicly available data on deforestation, farms and cattle sales, which could also be applied to other Amazon states and commodities. For details about Global Witness’s data analysis method and code, see https://www.globalwitness.org/en/blog/brazilian-beef-supply-chain/.
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